MOTIVE:BODY
BODY AND PROP TRACKING
• One-click subject calibration—setup in seconds, not minutes.
• Precise finger tracking, even in large volumes with numerous subjects.
• Track more people than ever before, and with greater precision.

$2,499

MOTIVE:TRACKER
6 DOF OBJECT TRACKING
• Completely new rigid body engine—industry-leading 3D precision.
• Support for real-time & offline pipelines for markers, rigid bodies.
• Free, open developer tools for integrating data into any stage in the pipeline.

$999

LEADING PERFORMANCE
OptiTrack is leading the industry in the specs that matter most in motion capture, including range to marker, 3D precision, and capture volume size.

VIRTUAL CAMERA SYSTEM
Expand your motion capture pipeline with the Insight VCS, a comprehensive virtual camera system for capturing and streaming live, real-world camera moves into MotionBuilder or Maya.

From $4,999

EASY TO USE
Enjoy the convenience of our Aim Assist technology for single-user setup, synchronized reference video with 3D data overlay, and our on-camera health and activity indicator.

PERIPHERAL DEVICE SUPPORT
Track Up to 100 Drones
Ultra Low Latency for VR
Seamless Integration
One-click Subject Calibration
Peripheral Device Support

FULL BODY SYSTEMS START AT:
• $7,200 for Flex 3
• $10,000 for Flex 13
• $20,000 for Prime 13
• $34,000 for Prime 17W
• $53,000 for Prime 41

For complete system pricing, as well as all of the information you’ll need to build your own mocap studio, please visit optitrack.com.
PRIME 41
LARGE VOLUME MOTION CAPTURE
OptiTrack’s premium motion capture camera. With 4.1 MP resolution, a 100’ tracking range, and 51° field of view, the Prime 41 is ideal for large volume, full-production mocap with impeccable fidelity. $5,999

PRIME 13
MEDIUM VOLUME MOTION CAPTURE
Our newest Prime camera delivers 40’ camera-to-marker range, sub-mm 3D precision, and high-speed 240 FPS capture—all within a compact and affordable package. $1,999

PRIME 13W
MEDIUM VOLUME MOTION CAPTURE
Featuring an expansive 82° x 70° FOV, the Prime 13W is an ultra-wide angle variant optimized for CAVEs, gait labs, and other applications requiring spacious volumes in very compact setup areas. $2,499

PRIME 17W
LARGE VOLUME IN SMALLER SPACES
With an amazing 70° field of view spread across 1.7 MP of resolution, the Prime 17W offers expanded coverage and 360 FPS capture rate, it’s a truly multi-talented camera. $3,499

FLEX 13
MEDIUM VOLUME MOTION CAPTURE
With 1.3 MP resolution at 120 FPS, the Flex 13 is the world’s first megapixel mocap camera for under $1k. Enjoy fantastic precision at a surprisingly affordable price. $999

FLEX 3
SMALL VOLUME MOTION CAPTURE
With 0.3 MP resolution at 100 FPS, the Flex 3 is the world’s most affordable and highest-selling motion capture camera tailored for previs and budget-friendly production systems. $599